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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This document describes the design and setup of a technical demonstrator that integrates the ST4RT
semantic converter within the Interoperability Framework developed by the IT2Rail Shift2Rail IP4
“Lighthouse” project.
It describes the main design and implementation choices adopted and describes the deployment
scenarios and test cases, already performed and detailed in the separate deliverable D5.5
“Integrated IT2Rail-ST4RT Technical Demonstrator- Test Campaign”.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
Abbreviation

Description

ASSET MANAGER

A component of the Interoperability Framework

FSM

Full Service Model

GUI

Graphical User Interface

Open source framework built on RDF4J for JPA-style operations on Triple
Stores that uses RDF4J or JENA as underlying RDF frameworks
INTEROPERABILITY Technical enabler for semantic interoperability developed within the
FRAMEWORK
Shift2Rail IP4 Innovation Program
EMPIRE

IT2RAIL

“Lighthouse” project of the Shift2Rail IP4 Innovation Program

JAXB

Java Architecture for XML Binding

JENA

Apache Java framework for RDF

RDF

Resource Description Framework

RDF4J

Eclipse Java framework for RDF

RSP

Rail Service Provider

RU

Railway Undertaking

SOAP

Simple Object Access Protocol

SPARQL

Simple Protocol And RDF Query Language

ST4RT

Semantic Transformations for Rail Transportation

TAP-TSI

Telematic Applications for Passengers – Technical Specifications for
Interoperability, European Commission Regulation (EU) 454/2011

TOMCAT

Web Server container

VPN

Virtual Private Network

XML

Extensible Markup Language

XSD

XML Schema Definition
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1. INTRODUCTION
The ST4RT project has delivered semantic conversion technology packaged as a “Converter”
software artifact enabling bi-directional mapping of FSM and TAP-TSI messages in a specific use
case, i.e. booking of a Berth on Trenitalia night train traveling from Roma Termini to Palermo Centrale
stations. This converter has been tested in a demonstration scenario described in deliverable D5.3
– “Demonstration platform ready for test”, and has been developed explicitly as an extension of the
Interoperability Framework technical enabler (IF) initially delivered by project IT2Rail, in which the
extension consisted in the handling of specific FSM and TAP-TSI formatted messages.
Some specific features of the TAP-TSI specification, described below in this document, have led in
turn to the extension of the semantic annotations model with respect to the original IT2Rail IF
software, to new terms added to the It2Rail ontology, and to the need to access data items external
to the content of the exchanged FSM and TAP-TSI messages. The ST4RT converter incorporates
these features.
A decision has been made to create an additional technical demonstrator in the ST4RT project to
validate some of the fundamental IF design principles, which require the ability to deploy and run in
it in multiple heterogeneous architectural environments. This additional demonstrator, described in
this document has therefore been designed to use the ST4RT converter within the IF, as follows:
1. The IT2Rail and ST4RT Empire frameworks have been merged to incorporate the extensions
to the semantic annotation model developed in the ST4RT project into the IF. These
extensions are therefore no longer specific to the ST4RT converter but are available to the
whole of the IF;
2. The ST4RT converter has been made capable to use both the underlying RDF4J or JENA
java frameworks for RDF, thus leveraging either framework’s features for specific operations;
3. A semantic graph federation capability has been added to the Empire framework to give the
IF, and therefore the ST4RT converter, the ability to access remote graphs, as well as local,
to obtain additional data necessary to handle the TAP-TSI messages. These external graphs
can be additionally initialized from the IF Asset Manager.
The implementation of these new features have been tested in the following scenarios:
1. “Pure” conversions
a. TAP-TSI ReservationRequest to FSM PreBookingRequest;
b. TAP-TSI ReservationReply to FSM PreBookingResponse;
c. FSM PreBookingRequest to TAP-TSI ReservationRequest;
d. FSM PreBookingResponse to TAP-TSI ReservationReply.
2. TAP-TSI ReservationRequest / Reply transaction to an FSM Simulator.
3. FSM PreBookingRequest/Response transaction to a TAP-TSI Processor.
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4. FSM Offering process to IT2Rail Travel Expert Broker for shopping.
In the rest of this document we describe the specific features of the TAP-TSI specification that the
IF now accommodates, the graph federation mechanism added to the IF, and each of the
demonstration scenarios listed above.

2. TAP-TSI SPECIFICATION EXCHANGE CONCEPT
The design of the TAP-TSI specification is based on the concept of participant companies
“distributing” copies of data sets containing a given encoding of information items (code lists).
TAP-TSI Reservation requests and reply messages are used to send and receive codes across
systems, as depicted in the following figure.

Figure 1 - TAP-TSI exchange concept

The structure and code values of the code lists, and the structure of the message, are in fact what
is specified in the TAP-TSI specification. A receiving application such as System B in the figure
above determines “meaning” from the position of the codes in the message, which is associated with
a specific code list, from the value of the code which is interpreted by looking it up in this code list.
This mechanism allows for very compact messages to be exchanged, which was an important
consideration at a time where networking was expensive, but imposes obvious severe restrictions in
functionality and, most importantly, rigidities on its evolution.
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2.1 TAP-TSI MESSAGES IN THE ST4RT PROJECT
The XML version of the TAP-TSI Reservation request / reply messages used in the ST4RT project
addresses one of the issues of message interpretation by eliminating the significance of the
positional meaning of codes in the exchange.
The following figure is an XML representation of a TAP-TSI Reservation request:

<ns3:ReservationRequest InformationOnly="true">
<Requestor RequestingSystem="83" SendingSystem="13">
<Terminal Type="0">
<Number>0151915</Number>
<Country>FR</Country>
</Terminal>
</Requestor>
<Dialogue ApplicationVersion="0" DialogueId="1234" Test="false">
<RequestDate>2017-09-27</RequestDate>
</Dialogue>
<BerthRequest>
<RequestedTrain SequenceId="01">
<Train>1955</Train>
<DepartureDate>2017-10-20</DepartureDate>
<DepartureStation Context="918">
<ns2:Country>83</ns2:Country>
<ns2:LocalCode>08409</ns2:LocalCode>
</DepartureStation>
<ArrivalStation Context="918">
<ns2:Country>83</ns2:Country>
<ns2:LocalCode>12002</ns2:LocalCode>
</ArrivalStation>
</RequestedTrain>
<Passengers>3</Passengers>
<Berths Type="L">1</Berths>
<Class>1</Class>
</BerthRequest>
</ns3:ReservationRequest>

Figure 2 - XML Reservation Request

In this message all element or attributes values, except for the RequestDate and Berths elements,
are values of codes in code lists, but the code lists in which these values acquire meaning are
implicitly associated with the XML tags. For example, the DepartureStation tag is implicitly
associated with a list of TAP-TSI “Locations” in which elements Country and LocalCode are
interpreted as a TAP-TSI “Primary Location” codes.
Since standard XML java frameworks are able to parse XML messages and instantiate java classes
from its tags, these elements can be referenced in application java software by name, so that the
interpretation of codes is no longer dependent on their position in the message.
In addition to that and in accordance with the principles of semantic integration applied in the ST4RT
project, the process of semantic annotation makes the association of XML tags with their
interpretation explicit: the occurrence of an instance of a tag in a message creates an instance of a
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java class which, in turn, is “lifted” by the converter to an occurrence of a semantic graph expressed
in the standard RDF machine language.
Furthermore, by converting the TAP-TSI “code lists” into RDF graphs themselves the interpretation
of code values can now be operated by leveraging the SPARQL Federated Query1 capability in such
a way that these code lists do not need to be “distributed” by making copies from one system to all
others, but are a single logical distributed resource, i.e. subgraphs of the “web of transportation data”,
that is available to standard SPARQL queries to all systems.
The following picture illustrates the concept.

Figure 3 - Code Lists as subgraphs of the "web of transportation data"

3. REPOSITORY FEDERATION IN THE INTEROPERABILITY
FRAMEWORK
Part of the adaptation of the archetypal implementation of the ST4RT converter to the IT2Rail
semantic broker has consisted in the extension of the Interoperability Framework to give the
converter access to federated SPARQL queries in such a way that it becomes unaware of whether
the “code list” graph is local to the converter or distributed over the “Web of transportation data”.

1

https://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-federated-query/
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A federated SPARQL Query has the following structure:
<query>
<name>918_LF_It2RailStopPlace</name>
<comment>
creates GeoCoordinates for a Stop Place
class level lifting annotation on 918 class StationCode918Type
</comment>
<sparqlQuery>
<![CDATA[
PREFIX st4rt: <http://st4rt.eu/ontologies/st4rt#>
PREFIX it2rail: <http://it2rail.org/infrastructure#>
PREFIX geo-pos: <http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#>
PREFIX it2r: <http://it2rail.eu/ontology#>
PREFIX infrastructure: <http://www.it2rail.eu/ontology/infrastructure#>
CONSTRUCT {
?this it2r:hasGeoCoordinates [
a it2r:GeoCoordinates:;
it2r:hasLatitude ?latitude;
it2r:hasLongitude ?longitude
];
infrastructure:hasStopPlaceName ?name.
}
WHERE {
?this it2rail:hasIdentifier ?x.
filter(!exists { ?this it2r:hasGeoCoordinates ?geoCoordinates }).
SERVICE <http://localhost:7200/repositories/IT2RAIL> {
?x rdf:type it2rail:RailStation;
it2rail:hasName ?name;
it2rail:isLocatedAt/geo-pos:lat ?latitude;
it2rail:isLocatedAt/geo-pos:long ?longitude
}
}
]]>
</sparqlQuery>
</query>

Figure 4 - Example Lifting Federated SPARQL Query

This query creates a graph with the geo coordinates and name of a Stop Place taken from the remote
graph served by the SPARQL endpoint indicated by the SERVICE keyword, i.e. in this case from the
<http://localhost:7200/repositories/IT2RAIL> SPARQL endpoint. The query is part of the semantic
annotations of the StationCode918Type class generated from the XML schema specification of the
TAP-TSI XML Reservation request and reply messages, and is processed by the ST4RT converter
during the “lifting” process of an incoming TAP-TSI message.
Since one of the fundamental principles of the Interoperability Framework concept is that no
limitations should be imposed on architectural and deployment decisions, a mechanism has been
developed to allow for the replacement of the SERVICE SPARQL end point based on configuration
parameters. The SPARQL end point must be able to serve the graph, in this case a graph of Stop
Places, from either a local file, a resource stored in the Interoperability Framework Asset Manager,
or an end point available on the world wide web.
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3.1 CONFIGURING THE SERVICE SPARQL ENDPOINTS
The configuration of the SPARQL SERVICE end points is controlled by configuration files stored in
the ST4RT converter classpath and processed at initialization of the Empire rdf framework2. The
configuration is activated by injecting a specific data source factory through the
FederatedRdfEmpireModule guice dependency injection module:
1. St4rtConverter converter = St4rtConverter.getInstance(new FederatedRdfEmpireModule());

The factory processes the following empire configuration properties:
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

ST4RT. Contract H2020 - N. 730842
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, this software
is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express
or implied.
See the ST4RT Consortium Agreement for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations of use.

annotation.index = framework.annotation.config
0.name=converter
0.factory= rdf4j
0.system_repo_rel_path=federated.repositories.properties

The system_repo_rel_path parameter of the “converter” entity manager configuration contains the
name of a file in the converter’s classpath with the specific configuration of repositories that are to
be federated with the data source, as follows:
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

ST4RT. Contract H2020 - N. 730842
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, this software
is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express
or implied.
See the ST4RT Consortium Agreement for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations of use.

0.name=st4rt
0.federated_repo_config =

PRODUCTS_LOCAL, STOP_PLACES_LOCAL , COMPANIES_LOCAL

1.name=PRODUCTS_LOCAL
1.repo=PRODUCTS
1.serviceUrl = http://localhost:7200/repositories/START-PRODUCT-CODELISTS
1.files=https://ns3056488.ip-213-32-26.eu:9443/registry/resource/_system/governance/store/asset_resources/ontology/dce7ae76-6542-4c16-be7b-295cfe3e346d/content_file
2.name=STOP_PLACES_LOCAL
2.serviceUrl = http://localhost:7200/repositories/IT2RAIL
2.repo=IT2RAIL
2.files=https://ns3056488.ip-213-32-26.eu:9443/registry/resource/_system/governance/store/asset_resources/rdfdataset/7bbe00d5-433b-4216-acc7-93049c26395f/content_file
3.name=COMPANIES_LOCAL
3.serviceUrl=http://localhost:7200/repositories/COMPANIES

2

See chapter 9.2.1 “Empire Configuration” deliverable “D1.8 – Proof-of-Concept Packaged Resolvers Final
Release Features” of the IT2Rail project.
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3.repo=COMPANIES
3.files=https://ns3056488.ip-213-32-26.eu:9443/registry/resource/_system/governance/store/asset_resources/ontology/2705e32f-cbac-4bb2-8480-ef02d387a666/content_file

The federated_repo_config parameter specifies a list of repository configurations that instructs the
data source factory on how to create, if they do not yet exist, the federated repositories. For example,
the STOP_PLACES_LOCAL configuration creates a repository with the name IT2RAIL specified by
the parameter repo, and loads it with the resource specified by the files parameter, in this case a
rdf data set stored on the Asset Manager.
When a federated SPARQL query is processed, its SERVICE SPARQL endpoint is replaced at run
time with the SPARQL endpoint of a repository associated with the serviceUrl parameter of the
federated repositories configuration. For example, in the SPARQL query in Figure 4 the
<http://localhost:7200/repositories/IT2RAIL> SPARQL endpoint is replaced by the SPARQL
endpoint provided by the repository IT2RAIL loaded from the Asset Manager.
These configurations can be altered to suit specific environment needs. For example, the following
initialized the IT2RAIL federated repository from the file Location.owl stored in the converter’s
classpath:
2.name=STOP_PLACES_LOCAL
2.serviceUrl = http://localhost:7200/repositories/IT2RAIL
2.repo=IT2RAIL
2.files=file:/Location.owl

While the following uses the existing IT2Rail triple store delivered by the IT2Rail project:
3.name=STOP_PLACES_REMOTE
3.serviceUrl = http://localhost:7200/repositories/IT2RAIL
3.repo=IT2RAIL
3.url=http://13.73.136.229:8080/graphdb-workbench-free
3.userid=xxxxxx
3.password=xxxxxx

With configuration STOP_PLACES_REMOTE the <http://localhost:7200/repositories/IT2RAIL>
SPARQL endpoint is replaced by <http://13.73.136.229:8080/graphdb-workbench-free/sparql>, i.e
with the SPARQL endpoint supplied by the existing repository located at the address specified by
the url configuration parameter3.

3

The existing IT2Rail repository requires userid and password credentials that are also supplied by the
configuration. In this document they have been masked.
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4. TEST ENVIRONMENT
Since the purpose of the demonstration is the integration of the ST4RT converter with the IT2RAIL
semantic broker the test environment is by design the IT2Rail project’s “Final Release” environment,
and is comprised of
1. The Asset Manager;
2. The IT2Rail triple store;
3. An Apache TOMCAT web application container.
In order to preserve the original IT2Rail project’s setup for other on-going Shift2Rail IP4 projects,
copies of the three elements have been deployed on different dedicated servers, further
demonstrating one of the design principles of the Interoperability Framework, namely the ability to
operate on multiple concurrent instances.

4.1 ASSET MANAGER
The Asset Manager is implemented on the open source Apache WSO2 Carbon middleware4. The
following figure shows the details of the installation:

4

https://wso2.com/products/carbon/
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Figure 5 - Asset Manager installation
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Assets are published and made available through the Asset Manager’s store, as follows:

Figure 6 - ST4RT Assets in Asset Manager

Product Coding and Reservation systems are ontologies that describe TAP-TSI specific “code lists”,
while ST4RT Test Locations is an RDF data set with a subset of the IT2Rail locations semantic graph
used for test purposes.
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4.2 IT2RAIL TRIPLE STORE
The IT2Rail triple store is implemented on the open source Ontotext GraphDB Semantic graph data
base5 with the following installation.

Figure 7 - IT2Rail Triple Store installation

5

http://ontotext.com/products/graphdb
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4.3 WEB APPLICATION SERVER
The integrated IT2RAIL and ST4RT converter artifacts are deployed on an installation of the open
source Apache TOMCAT web application server6, as shown below:

4.4 TEST ARTIFACTS

The ST4RT and IT2Rail artifacts are packaged as web archive (WAR) files that implement
Interoperability Framework web services. The following picture shows the deployed services from
both projects in the Apache TOMCAT management console:

It2Rail repository sparql endpoint

Figure 8 – Deployed integrated IT2Rail ST4RT converter services

6

http://tomcat.apache.org
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Items highlighted in red in the leftmost column are specific artifacts created for the technical
demonstrator of the ST4RT converter in the IT2Rail interoperability framework:
1. /fsm-booking-engine uses the ST4RT convertor to generate a full FSM PreBookRequest /
FSM PreBookResponse session using a TAP-TSI processor;
2. /it2rail-fsm-offering-broker-1.0 uses the IT2Rail rdf framework upgraded with a merging of
annotation features developed by the ST4RT project to support the FSM Offering process
with the SNCF, Trenitalia, AMS, VBB and IndraRail Travel experts used in the IT2Rail project;
3. /st4rt-convertor-service demonstrates the ST4RT convertor in the federated graph
environment;
4. /tap-tsi-booking-engine generates a full TAP-TSI ReservationRequest / ReservationReply
session using the remote FSM Simulator provided by Oltis Group;
5. /tap-tsi-processor creates a TAP-TSI Reservation Reply in response to a TAP-TSI
Reservation request and is used in conjunction with the /fsm-booking-engine service
described in point 1 above.

5. TEST SCENARIOS
An essential element of the Interoperability Framework concept is that it should mask the mechanics
of interoperability from applications by providing these applications with an abstraction of the “web
of transportation data” and services. By doing so, the functionalities of the framework should be
available to developers of any application.
In the technical demonstrator of the integration of the ST4RT converter and the IT2Rail semantic
broker this design principle has been validated and leveraged, in the sense that four different test
scenarios have been developed as SoapUI projects that act as “mini-applications” developed over
the Interoperability Framework.
All scenarios use the same semantic annotations to TAP-TSI and FSM classes described in
deliverable D5.3 – “Demonstration platform ready for test”, except for minor additions (new or
modified SPARQL queries) related to the added federated query capability.
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5.1 PURE CONVERSION OVER FEDERATED GRAPH
The “Pure Conversion” test scenario is a SoapUI “mini-application” or client that calls the four
conversion functionality of the ST4RT converter.

Figure 9 - "Pure Conversion" test scenario

The scenario tests request-to-request and reply-to-reply conversions for both TAP-TSI and FSM xml
structures, and is used to validate the results of integrating the ST4RT converter in the extended
IT2Rail rdf framework, and in particular:
1. The ability of the ST4RT converter to use either one, or both of the underlying JENA and
RDF4 java frameworks for RDF;
2. The ability of the extended IT2Rail rdf framework to perform federated queries on local or
remote graph repositories, and to initialize them from local files or Asset Manager resources;
3. The ability of the ST4RT converter to perform over these federated graphs.
In addition, some performance figures are obtained to investigate these “pure conversions” under
load. These figures are important as a baseline to isolate conversion performance from the more
elaborated and higher lever functionalities implemented in the other test scenarios.
The scenario uses the same test XML requests and replies described in deliverable D5.3 –
“Demonstration platform ready for test”.
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5.2 TAP-TSI RESERVATION REQUEST / REPLY WITH FSM
SIMULATOR
This scenario tests a TAP-TSI client interacting with an emulated FSM booking application.

Figure 10 - TAP-TSI client with FSM Simulator

Two “pure” conversions are combined in this scenario: from a TAP-TSI ReservationRequest to a
FSM PreBookRequest, which is sent to a remote FSM Simulator web service hosted by Oltis Group,
and from the FSM PreBookResponse returned by the FSM Simulator to the final TAP-TSI
Reservation Reply.
This scenario is essentially the dual of the one described in deliverable D5.3 – “Demonstration
platform ready for test”, in which the FSM Simulator plays the role of “Boomerang” for FSM
messages.
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5.3 FSM PREBOOKREQUEST / RESPONSE WITH TAP-TSI
PROCESSOR
This scenario tests a FSM Client interacting with a remote TAP-TSI processor. It is essentially the
same described in deliverable D5.3 – “Demonstration platform ready for test” where the “Boomerang”
is replaced by the TAP-TSI processor.

Figure 11 - FSM Client with TAP-TSI processor

Two “pure” conversions are combined in this scenario: from a FSM PreBookRequest to a TAP-TSI
ReservationRequest, which is sent to a remote TAP-TSI Processor web service, and from the TAPTSI Reservation Reply returned by the TAP-TSI Processor to the finalFSM PreBookResponse.

5.4 FSM OFFERING PROCESS WITH MULTIPLE MULTIMODAL
TRAVEL EXPERTS
This scenario reproduces the IT2Rail shopping process but uses FSM Offering messages. Although
not in the scope of the ST4RT project and dealing with a different use case, it has been included in
the demonstration to provide further validation of the Interoperability Framework design and
assumptions, and in particular of its extendibility, of the expressivity of the extended semantic
annotation model developed in the ST4RT project, and of the ability to operate with multiple syntactic
specifications of data structure with zero impacts on existing applications, in this case the external
Travel Experts.
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Figure 12 - FSM Offering process with IT2Rail Travel Experts

6. TEST ENVIRONMENT SETUP AND EXECUTION
In order to provide a measure of comparability between test scenarios the test environment has been
deliberately set up for the same use case, XML messages and master data described in deliverable
D5.3 – “Demonstration platform ready for test”, except for test scenario FSM offering process with
IT2Rail travel experts which is out of the ST4RT project.
The test campaign execution tools, procedure and results are documented in the separate D5.5
Report on the results of IT2Rail semantic broker demonstration scenario.

7. PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENTS OF CONVERTER
IMPLEMENTATION
A number performance enhancing measures have been introduced in the adaptation of the
archetypal implementation of the converter for use in the IT2Rail semantic broker:
1. The RESTful web service of the original converter, designed to operate on an XML request
message passed as a string, has been redesigned as a set of four different operations, one
for each of the four “pure” conversion tasks described in section 5.1 of this document, and
each associated with XML input/out messages, of a SOAP Web Service.
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2. In the SOAP Web Service implementation, the Converter is instantiated only once as a
singleton within the underlying Apache CXF Web Services stack. Instantiation of the
singleton converter initializes the Empire RDF framework associating it with the Repository
Federation described in chapter 3 and preloads into memory the domain ontology and any
static graphs, e.g. code lists, that may have been specified in the repository federation
configuration.
3. The Empire RDF framework is redesigned so that during lifting and lowering all properties of
a class instance are processed concurrently in separated JAVA threads belonging to a
cached pool.
We briefly discuss each of these measures in the remainder of this document describing their
rationale and their impact on performance.

7.1 SOAP WEB SERVICE CONVERTER
By implementing each of the four “pure” conversion scenarios as a separate operation in a Web
Service the process of marshalling (creating java objects from the XML message received in the
request) and unmarshalling (creating the XML response message from java objects) is delegated to
the JAXB XML processor in the Apache CFX web services framework and the TOMCAT web server
container. When the framework initializes it is made aware from the web service descriptor of the
necessary XML/JAVA bindings. This operation is only necessary once at startup and the bindings
context thus created is then reused efficiently for marshalling and unmarshalling in the multithreaded
web services framework at each operation invocation.
This contrasts with the RESTful converter design, in which messages are received as strings that
the converter must first parse to find the root element to discover the specific conversion being
requested, and then match to the appropriate java class, through inspection of their JAXB
annotations, for marshalling. A similar expensive process is also necessary to generate the response
XML string.
Tests of the RESTful converter design have shown that this marshalling/unmarshalling process,
which is executed prior and after the actual semantic conversion, accounts for approximately 50%
of the total conversion time.
It should be noted however that, compared with the SOAP Web Service Converter design, the
RESTful converter provides a feature that may be desirable in some specific context, namely the
ability for the requesting system to send any request as a string parameter to the same converter
end-point, rather than having to invoke a specific different operation in the SOAP web service
depending on the conversion requested. The two designs may therefore be considered as
complementary, the RESTful version offering flexibility at the cost of XML handling performance and
vice-versa.
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7.2 CONVERTER SINGLETON
A second performance enhancing measure has been introduced by implementing the converter to
instantiate a singleton instance which is shared across multiple semantic conversion web service
calls.
At the time of instantiation, the converter singleton initializes in memory a number of resources that
are needed during conversion but do not change across sessions, including:
1. The Empire RDF framework construction based on the guice dependency injection module
passed as a parameter as described in section 3.1 of this document
2. Local or Asset Manager (remote) static RDF graphs specified in the injection module
3. The domain ontology from either local file system or the Asset Manager, as described by the
injection module configuration
4. The inference engine
All expensive input/output, networking and framework initialization operations are therefore only
performed once, and the converter singleton acts as an in-memory very fast shared resources
provider for all concurrent conversion web service calls, at the same time ensuring that all calls use
the same ontology and static RDF graphs, e.g. code lists.
The initialization of both the JAXB context and of the converter singleton can be seen in action in the
following log generated when the web service is started in the TOMCAT container:
INFO main [ContextLoader.java:305] : Root WebApplicationContext: initialization started
INFO main [AbstractApplicationContext.java:578] : Refreshing Root WebApplicationContext: startup date [Mon
Feb 18 13:32:23 CET 2019]; root of context hierarchy
INFO main [XmlBeanDefinitionReader.java:317] : Loading XML bean definitions from ServletContext resource
[/WEB-INF/cxf-beans.xml]
INFO main [St4rtConverter.java:62] : ST4RT converter - initialization.
INFO main [St4rtConverter.java:226] : Empire initialized: : 458 ms
INFO main [StartFederatedServiceResolver.java:65] : Creating Federated Service Resolver with properties
file federated.repositories.properties and unit configuration name st4rt
INFO main [StartFederatedServiceResolver.java:72] : Setting federated repository manager's path:
/opt/tomcat/webapps/st4rt/repositories
INFO main [St4rtConverter.java:226] : Ontology model created: 4 ms
INFO main [St4rtConverter.java:226] : RDFS reasoner and inference_engine created: 44 ms
INFO main [ReflectionServiceFactoryBean.java:390] : Creating Service
{http://st4rt.convertor.eu.start.service}ST4RTConvertorService from WSDL: wsdl/St4rtConversionService.wsdl
INFO main [ServerImpl.java:85] : Setting the server's publish address to be /ST4RTConvertorService
INFO main [ContextLoader.java:345] : Root WebApplicationContext: initialization completed in 5788 ms

7.3 CONCURRENT LIFTING/LOWERING

The combination of the measures described in sections 7.1 and 7.2 removes the handling of XML
messages and the instantiation of shared resources, respectively, from the actual sematic
conversion process, i.e. from the construction of an RDF graph from the input java classes (lifting)
and the generation of the output java classes from the inferred RDF graph (lowering).
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Lifting and Lowering is performed by the Empire RDF framework by recursively inspecting each
property of the input (in lifting) or output (in lowering) java classes to determine their semantic
annotations: the property annotation thus identified drives the specific RDF graph operation to be
performed.
The process is recursive in that a property p in a class A may be another class B with its own
properties: these inner B class properties must themselves be processed before the processing of
property p is completed.
A third performance enhancing measure has been introduced at the Empire RDF framework level
consisting in the processing of each property of a java class in its own concurrent thread, and waiting
for all threads to complete before returning the class process result. In the recursion scenario
described above processing of class A would start as many threads as there are properties in the
class A. The thread t processing property p, which is another class B, would start as may threads as
there are properties in class B. Thread t would complete only when the threads it started also
complete.
The following log entries show execution times for semantic conversion exposed as a SOAP Web
Service using the technique described above for the four “pure” conversion operations:
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO

http-nio-8080-exec-3
http-nio-8080-exec-3
http-nio-8080-exec-3
http-nio-8080-exec-3
http-nio-8080-exec-3

[St4RtConversionServiceImpl.java:81] : Executing operation fsm2TapRequestConvert
[St4rtConverter.java:226] : EntityManager created 0 ms
[St4rtConverter.java:226] : LIFTING: RDF graph created : 253 ms
[St4rtConverter.java:226] : LOWERING: Get converted object from RDF graph : 206 ms
[St4RtConversionServiceImpl.java:87] : Operation performed in 482 ms

INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO

http-nio-8080-exec-8
http-nio-8080-exec-8
http-nio-8080-exec-8
http-nio-8080-exec-8
http-nio-8080-exec-8

[St4RtConversionServiceImpl.java:63] : Executing operation fsm2TapResponseConvert
[St4rtConverter.java:226] : EntityManager created 5 ms
[St4rtConverter.java:226] : LIFTING: RDF graph created : 111 ms
[St4rtConverter.java:226] : LOWERING: Get converted object from RDF graph : 164 ms
[St4RtConversionServiceImpl.java:69] : Operation performed in 302 ms

INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO

http-nio-8080-exec-7
http-nio-8080-exec-7
http-nio-8080-exec-7
http-nio-8080-exec-7
http-nio-8080-exec-7

[St4RtConversionServiceImpl.java:44] : Executing operation tap2FsmRequestConvert
[St4rtConverter.java:226] : EntityManager created 0 ms
[St4rtConverter.java:226] : LIFTING: RDF graph created : 107 ms
[St4rtConverter.java:226] : LOWERING: Get converted object from RDF graph : 464 ms
[St4RtConversionServiceImpl.java:51] : Operation performed in 580 ms

INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO

http-nio-8080-exec-9
http-nio-8080-exec-9
http-nio-8080-exec-9
http-nio-8080-exec-9
http-nio-8080-exec-9

[St4RtConversionServiceImpl.java:99] : Executing operation tap2FsmReplyConvert
[St4rtConverter.java:226] : EntityManager created 1 ms
[St4rtConverter.java:226] : LIFTING: RDF graph created : 118 ms
[St4rtConverter.java:226] : LOWERING: Get converted object from RDF graph : 285 ms
[St4RtConversionServiceImpl.java:105] : Operation performed in 446 ms
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